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Abstract

University of Bristol

We present a conceptual system in which boxes of
medicines are augmented in order to help users
medicate efficiently and safely. The augmentation can
be purely visual such as a visual halo spreading around
the boxes when placed on a table; but also physical,
e.g. the shape of the boxes changing themself to
communicate a contraindication. We believe that such
system have several benefits such as: (1) allowing
household with different medical conditions to selfmedicate and manage the medicine cabinet more
safely; (2) helping users seriously ills to manage their
large amount of medicine and the respective
contraindications. Our system is inspired from a
previous work where we created Changibles, which are
interactive wireless units that can reshape themselves.
We believe that our previous system could be well
suited for health applications with the goal of improving
self-medication, and we want to explore further this
direction during the workshop.
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Introduction

Visual halo
When placed on a surface, a visual halo appears around
the medicine box. The halo displays information to the
user such as:

With the generalization of knowledge through Internet
and the access to medication “over the counter”, it is
not surprising to see self-medication becoming more
and more popular [1]. However the end-user posology
system has not changed in centuries. We still have to
deal with leaflets, which present indications often
difficult to comprehend or which are so easy to lose or
damage. In addition medicines bought over the counter
can be combined in many different ways without the
approval of a medical expert. This abundance of
medicine and medical information in our everyday life
poses obvious safety and well being issues e.g.
enabling fatal mistakes with dosage or combination
with other medicines.

•

•

•

To address this, medication reminder and pills
organizer apps have started to appear, which
demonstrates a need for more digital information within
medication management [3]. But these solutions only
deal with the digital world. We believe that this is a
problem for a system that relies so explicitly on
physical items. This led us to investigate a solution that
merges more intuitively both worlds and which uses the
medicine boxes as the main interactional entry point.

•

•

In this paper we present such a system, in a conceptual
manner. We then describe a former system that
inspired us and which consists of shape-changing
wireless interactive units [5]. We present some ideas of
how to adapt this system in order to implement a
tangible medication management system.

Schedule and dosage to help users tracking when to
take their medicines and to avoid them
miscalculating the dosage.
User profile to help multiple users, e.g. in a
household, to keep track of their different
medication without having individual stacks of
medicines (e.g. painkiller can be shared).
Contraindication such as smoking, eating certain
foods etc. The contraindication between two or more
medicines could be represented by merging/nonmerging visual halos.
Side effects to indicate users the possible reactions
to the medicines and when to contact a medical
expert.
Information to inform about the action of the drug.

a)

b)

Figure 1: Medicine boxes can be augmented in two ways:
(a) a visual halo: when on a surface, a halo appears
around the box and displays information such as schedule
and dosage, user profile, contraindication, side effects and
more information; (b) physical deformations: the boxes
could change their shapes to communicate haptic
information, prevent opening by wrong users, e.g. from
children, or prevent combination with other drugs.

Changible packaging
Here we present briefly our conceptual system. Figure
1. illustrates the different augmentations of medicines
boxes we foresee and that are described below.
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a)

b)

Physical deformations
In addition to the visual halo, the box itself could
change its shape. It could be useful for visually
impaired users that rely explicitly on their haptic sense.
In such case the shape of the box could help users to
“feel” the schedule and dosage. Contraindication could
be communicated by using a docking system between
boxes, e.g. similar to jigsaw pieces, in order to
demonstrate a safe combination of medicines.

around them to let users change the form of each units.
When an assembly is detected, the contextual menu
appears around it to allow the selection of the shape of
the assembly.
Other technologies could be used such as using simple
capacitive sensing (e.g. like in [2]) which would allow
the system to be easily ported on end-users devices. As
for the visual halo, a complete re-design would be
required in order to represent the medical information
in an appropriate manner.

Finally physical deformation could also be relevant for
users that do not have the ability to comprehend
medication safety. This is for example the case of
children. In this case the boxes could lock themself to
avoid the users opening them or grasping them. In
other words the box could have a dynamic affordance
to guide or prevent users’ actions [4].

Physical deformations
In our previous implementation of Changibles, the
9×9cm units have a movable top linked to two scissor
jack mechanisms. This allows a unit to reshape into
various forms by changing the length of two opposite
sides. Each Changible is self-contained and controlled
wirelessly using an x-OSC board. The board is
connected to two servos attached to the jack
mechanisms, a 1000 mA lithium battery and a mini
USB battery charger to recharge the battery without
disassembling the unit.

Original Changibles
Here we present our previous system and how it can be
adapted to fit medication management.

c)

Figure 2: Changibles, are
interactive wireless units that
reshape themselves and can be
composed to create a shape
changing assembly, such as (a) a
pulsing heart composed of
several (b) independent shape
changing units. (c) A close-up.

Changibles are interactive wireless units that reshape
themselves and can be assembled to form a larger
shape-changing assembly [5]. Figure 2 illustrates a
scenario in which the user places a unit on a table and
uses the contextual menu to change its form. By
assembling units, the user creates a heart. The user
can then choose an animation item in the halo menu to
animate the entire assembly that now becomes a
pulsing heart.

A similar design could be used to create shapechanging boxes but we would like to investigate other
type of shape-changes, in particular to change the
semantic of the medicine boxes: (1) e.g. to suggest
certain users not to take any medicine while some
other users can or (2) to suggest that two or several
medicines can be combined by changing the shape of
the boxes to suggest a connection between them.

Visual halo
The unit can be controlled in many ways. In previous
work we used a FTIR table and a Kinect to track the
unit positions. When independent units are detected,
contextual menus (in the form of an halo) appear

Conclusion
To conclude we are interested in created augmented
boxes of medicines to help users better self-medicate.
We believe that using the medicine boxes as tangible
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interface for medication management is a new concept
and would like to investigate this idea further during
the workshop.

help them improve it. Finally, we also believe that the
healthcare system can benefit from interactive devices
with precise and rich haptic feedback, e.g. letting the
doctor “feels” the patient discomfort or pain (to a
certain extend) in order to better diagnose.

Healthcare in 15 years
First we believe that the healthcare system will need to
delegate procedures and treatments to a well-designed
self-healthcare system. In fact self-medication has
always been a tradition with ancestors transmitting
along natural remedies and good health practices. But
with the improvement of healthcare in the 20th century
we have seen much of these practices declining,
leaving the hospital as the central place for medical
treatments and medical knowledge. To unclog the
system, we need to share medical knowledge and leave
users in control of some aspects of their healthcare that
do not require expert staffs.
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Secondly, we believe that the improvement of current
healthcare systems cannot be only treated in a digital
point of view because the system fundamentally relies
on embodiment, physicality and tangibility. We need to
create new organic1 devices that can help users
understand medical information and self-medicate
efficiently and safely. One idea is the one presented in
this paper but we also think that an important area of
research is the physical visualization of physiological
data in order to make users aware of their lifestyle and

1

Organic in the sense of Organic User Interface.
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